
BARC Animal Shelter & Adoptions

Shelter Residency 10+ Days

This report is intended for currently approved rescue partners and fosters.  

If you are an interested adopter please visit our website at <htps://www.houstontx.gov/barc/adopt_a_pet.html> 

for more informaton on adoptng.

These pets are currently on campus and their release date is either tomorrow or have already passed.  

6/14/2021 11:05:49AM

CAT

A1764246 5/25/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  1Y 1M,  BLACK / WHITE,  DOMESTIC SH CAT

ADOPT20

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 25

Days in Shelter

14.25

Weight

Description:

BEHAVIOR

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Cat spends most of her time on top of her karunda bed. I am able to clean around her but she will be 

looking for a way out the whole time, eyes darting, large pupils. She destroys her cage during the night. Yesterday I was able to 

pet her softly on her head for a moment but then she backed away after a moment.

06/07/2021

DOG

A1757696 6/9/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  6Y,  WHITE / BLUE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHD34

Kennel No

LOW POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 52

Days in Shelter

59.0

Weight

Description:

EYE

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Dog has red irritated skin around left eye. His eye is also squinty. No discharge that I can see. The dog's 

behavior will not allow for us to put drops in. When I approach the kennel the dog lunges and barking at the kennel door. When I 

open the door the dog tries to escape, while trying to bite my hands.

06/13/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Tank (7696) was place in the outside area for a few minutes next to Remy A1761831. They both had wagging 

tails, soft open mouth and play bowing as they both ran along the fence.

05/31/2021



A1759743 5/8/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  9Y,  BRINDLE,  AUST KELPIE MIX DOG

DADOPT16

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 42

Days in Shelter

36

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Herbie had a wiggly body, wagging tail, low ears, and whale eyes when I approached his kennel this 

morning. He is very quiet in the kennel. I leashed him up easily for a walk where he was full of energy. He could use some more 

training on a loose leash. He was so excited he kept running out in front of me. He returned to his kennel easily.

05/29/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: When approaching kennel, he is lying in bed and will slowly walk to the door to be leashed. As he is leashed he 

remains walking on a loose leash to the outside area. When we got outside he went to the restroom then seen ( A1756716 

Fiona ) across the way and wanted to walk in her direction presenting medium wagging tail, soft closed mouth, and ears perked. 

We could let them parallel walk together and presented medium wagging tail , soft open mouth, ears perked, and sniffing in the 

air towards one another. We then ended the test and placed them back into kennel .

05/10/2021

A1761700 5/12/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  5Y,  BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHC19

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 39

Days in Shelter

54

Weight

Description:

EYE

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: tito greets me at the kennel door with loose body and a loose wagging tail. he walks loosely next to me while 

taking treats. dog seems to be improving. will leave on adopt eval for one more day.

05/12/2021

A1749021 5/7/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  8Y,  BLACK / WHITE,  CHINESE SHARPEI MIX DOG

DADOPT19

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 39

Days in Shelter

45

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Loose wiggly body and a wagging tail. Leashed up well and walked on a loose leash to and from kennel. 

Took treats with a soft mouth and went back into kennel no problem. Likes to go into the runs during our walks.

05/30/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Dog To Dog: Tyler (A1762125) and Frankie (A1749021)

Both Tyler and Frankie greeted each other with loose bodies, Frankie had a high wagging tail while Tyler's was high and curled. 

They both sniffed one another and maintained their loose bodies . Tyler began to get overstimulated while sniffing: pupils 

became dilated, hackles raised, heavy panting and barking in Frankie's face. Frankie maintained his loose body and wagging 

tail. As I started to walk Tyler away he began to playbow and jump up while panting . Exhibited the same overstimulated behavior 

while back in his kennel.

06/11/2021



A1761774 5/12/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  7Y,  WHITE / BLACK,  AMER BULLDOG / GREAT DANE DOG

DADOPT02

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 38

Days in Shelter

84.00

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Quiet on his bed standing to walk out on a loose leash. Soft swaying body and tail on the leash. Leans into 

my hand and continues to scratch himself after I have stopped. As I scratch under his chin he rests his face in my lap and lays 

his chin on my hand.

05/24/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: When El Jefe A1761774 saw Pisces A1762787 he displayed a closed mouth, squinty eyes, swaying low tail as 

he walked on a loose leash.  Pisces also had a closed mouth, swaying tail, loose body as he walked caught up to the pace of El 

Jefe. Both males walked parallel along walk to the outside runs and remained relaxed. Pisces offered the first sniff towards El 

Jefe and El Jefe stood there and tensed up while looking back with ears back but as Pisces came up next to El Jefe and walked 

infront of him, El Jefe lowered his head to sniff Pisces with a soft closed mouth and swaying tail .

05/17/2021

A1762311 5/15/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  8Y,  WHITE / BROWN,  AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

DADOPT14

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 35

Days in Shelter

50

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Soft whine and paw at the kennel door when I approached with the leash. Walked by my side with a soft 

swaying body and tail. Looking up at me throughout the walk with her mouth open, tongue out.

05/26/2021

A1762296 5/11/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  4Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  BEAGLE MIX DOG

SOUTHD19

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 35

Days in Shelter

40.1

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Vocal in kennel, alarm barking, growling as I pass by. Offer treats she took them slowly but when customers 

pass by she started high pitch barking. I cover the front of his kennel and extra enrichment was offered In her kennel

06/13/2021

A1762573 5/16/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  4Y,  TRICOLOR,  ANATOL SHEPHERD / GREAT DANE DOG

DADOPT01

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 34

Days in Shelter

78.0

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition



Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Very clean kennel, tried to take him out first and he was waiting for me at the door of his outside kennel. 

Leashes up well and walks on a loose leash. Walked right beside me the entire walk.

06/09/2021

Eval. Notes:

MEDICAL PROCEDURE: When we approached the kennel he was laying on his bed relaxed body. I approached him and 

leashed him up. He did fine. I held his head ( he had an e-collar on) while other Tech tried to inject the vaccine in the back right 

leg. He erupted upward jumping on hind legs and vocalizing. He tried to lunge at us any time we tried to touch him after that. 

ACT also tried to help muzzle him but was unable to due to trying to bite , thrashing and flopping around. ACT managed to get a 

muzzle on him, but he continued to thrash, vocalize and be extremely sensitive to touch.

05/18/2021

A1313223 5/12/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  6Y,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR / BOXER DOG

DADOPT05

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 34

Days in Shelter

48.0

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching Champ's kennel this morning he had a wiggly body, wagging tail, and a soft open mouth. I put 

down treats to leash him up because he likes to dash out of the kennel. He walks very well on a loose leash. When going back 

to the kennel I have to use treats to get him to go back in, otherwise he tries to pull away from going back into the kennel.

06/05/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: When Champ A1313223 met Millie A1758310, he held a relaxed body, wagging tail, and open soft mouth with 

floppy tongue. Champ walked with body held in a swaying fashion as he approached Millie and offered sniffing . Millie offered 

soft eyes, a low swaying tail, and relaxed body while walking around in same space. Both walked around the courtyard loose 

and gentle in demeanor.

06/02/2021

A1758943 5/12/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  8Y,  TRICOLOR,  ROTTWEILER / GR SWISS MTN DOG

DADOPT20

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 34

Days in Shelter

80

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching Jj's kennel this morning he had a relaxed body, wagging tail, closed mouth, and ears back. He 

approached me for affection and allowed me to leash him easily . He walks fairly well on a loosh leash and become a little 

forward when aroused. Jj responds to the treats well. In the kennel he is very quiet and reserved.

06/05/2021

A1762404 5/15/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  1Y 1M,  BRINDLE / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHC22

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 34

Days in Shelter

43

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Dog to dog with Max 1758876: Sally had a loose wiggly body and tail; she was calm and able to walk on a loose 

leash next to Max. She kept a loose open mouth while walking, Sally did need treats to go coax her back into her kennel .

05/28/2021



A1759178 5/14/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  8Y,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

DADOPT15

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 32

Days in Shelter

0.0

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: This girl is extremely food motivated and will deep bark when she wants something (food or to be walked). 

Have been givng her extra food enrichment to keep her occupied throughout the day. Ready at the kennel door anytime I 

approach, neutral body, eyes alert and tail low but wagging. Easy to leash and will walk on a loose leash for most of the walk.

06/03/2021

A1759761 5/18/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  3Y,  BRINDLE / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHA27

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 28

Days in Shelter

52

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Soft wagging tail when I approached the kennel. Light spin and bounce out of her kennel, walking with a 

high soft wagging tail for the remainder of our walk. When passing the yard, Sadie pushed her muzzle through the fence with a 

wagging tail to greet another dog.

05/23/2021

A1759812 5/18/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  3Y,  GOLD / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHB07

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 28

Days in Shelter

56.0

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: This morning while cleaning kennels I had the dog Brewster (A1764249) tied against the wall while cleaning 

his kennel. I attempted to take out Bobby (A1759812) to also clean his kennel. He slipped past me when I opened the door and 

ran out. He saw Brewster who was tied about 10 feet away and ran over to him. For a moment it seemed they would just sniff 

each other, but then Bobby lunged at Brewster's neck and locked his teeth into him. They both rolled and began fighting. I tried 

to separate them with the deck scrubber but they would not separate. I ran out into the hall to get help and Lety ran in and 

sprayed them with the hose. We were finally able to separate them and put them back into their kennels .

06/08/2021

A1759989 5/19/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  9Y,  BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

DADOPT17

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 27

Days in Shelter

54.4

Weight

Description:

OTHER

Condition



Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: When I approached Bailey's kennel this morning she had a stiff body, ears back, tucked wagging tail, closed 

mouth and licking. Bailey's body was curled and timid and she looked low in confidence. Although she's shy she came to me for 

affection. She allowed me to leash her easily and she walked really well on a loose leash. Walking outside of the kennel she can 

still be shy and some crouching. She returned to the kennel with no hesitation and ejoys treats.

06/05/2021

A1759979 5/19/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  7Y,  BLACK,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHB09

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 27

Days in Shelter

57.8

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

A1763907 5/23/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  3Y,  RED,  GERM SHEPHERD / AUST KELPIE DOG

SOUTHD13

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 27

Days in Shelter

70

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Quiet in his kennel throughout the day but will prop his front paws onto the bars when he sees the leash. 

Appears housebroken, leaving a clean kennel overnight and through the day. Soft body and tail with a light step on the leash. 

Will pull when he catches a scent but will stand by my side leaning in when stopping to pet him.

05/25/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Benji was placed into the yard next to the smaller dog, Bean 1719110. When we returned to leash him, Bean 

was inside of the fence with Benji. Both dogs stood at the gate side by side with a wagging tail and body. Benji walked out on 

the leash next to Bean with his tongue out, mouth open.

05/26/2021

A1764080 5/24/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  5Y,  TRICOLOR,  SIBERIAN HUSKY / GERM SHEPHERD DOG

SOUTHB23

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 26

Days in Shelter

54

Weight

Description:

WOUND

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: This morning this dog was upfront of kennel with wiggly body, wagging tail. Once I fed him he just layed on 

the kennel floor and waited for his turn to go outside. Once I walked him back inside he had wiggly body, wagging tail, smiling 

mouth, he would push his body against my leg and look up at me for attention. I petted him and he got the zoomies once I 

finished petting him.

06/03/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: This dog had semi loose body, tucked tail, but with baby talk and he loosened his body, and tail was out but not 

wagging. Once outside  he kept looking around at the surrounding and once he saw the dog(1764006) his body stiffened and he 

kept close to the walls and as we passed by his hackles went up. I decided to end the test at this point because the dog 

(1764006) started to growl and show teeth. 05/27/21 16:51

05/27/2021



A1764082 5/24/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  4Y,  BLACK / TAN,  BEAUCERON MIX DOG

SOUTHC07

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 26

Days in Shelter

70.6

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: I approached Oliver's kennel (A1764082) to walk him to do a temp test. He was laying down on his bed and 

allowed me to put a leash on him. We walked to meet with the other dog (a1763805), once we approached the other dog, Oliver 

had his ears back, avoiding contact with the other dog, his tail was tucked in, he kept his body stiff and once the other dog was 

walking by Oliver he started to growl at the other dog and kept a stiff body , tail tucked and ears back. At this point we ended the 

temp test.

05/27/2021

A1763986 5/24/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  6Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  AUST KELPIE MIX DOG

SOUTHD31

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 26

Days in Shelter

42

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: When approaching kennel dog greeted me at kennel door with a wagging tail and soft open mouth. Was 

able to open kennel door and leash . Walked out on a loose leash. Walked into new kennel with no issues. Accepted treats as I 

tossed them on the floor.  Did not see a note as too why dog is on adopt eval . Will contiue to monitor. 05/23/21 10:01

05/23/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Mufasa was introduced to Carter A1764365, Mufasa maintaind a relax body posture while Carter was anxious 

and barking towards him, he stood with a swiflty waggin tail, soft eyes intersted in going towards Carter for quick  brief sniffs .

06/11/2021

A1764249 5/25/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  8Y,  FAWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHB06

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 25

Days in Shelter

55

Weight

Description:

OTHER

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: This morning while cleaning kennels I had the dog Brewster (A1764249) tied against the wall while cleaning 

his kennel. I attempted to take out Bobby (A1759812) to also clean his kennel. He slipped past me when I opened the door and 

ran out. He saw Brewster who was tied about 10 feet away and ran over to him. For a moment it seemed they would just sniff 

each other, but then Bobby lunged at Brewster's neck and locked his teeth into him. They both rolled and began fighting. I tried 

to separate them with the deck scrubber but they would not separate. I ran out into the hall to get help and Lety ran in and 

sprayed them with the hose. We were finally able to separate them and put them back into their kennels .

06/08/2021



A1764289 5/25/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  1Y 1M,  TAN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHB13

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 25

Days in Shelter

40

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Percy was very vocal towards other dogs when they passed by his kennel. When I approached his kennel, 

he jumped on the door barking loudly with a loose wiggly tail. When Percy is taken out of his kennel Percy pulls on the leash, 

jumps on you and air snaps. Once he was taken back to his kennel, he barks at other dogs, Percy will enter his kennel only 

when treats are given. I covered his kennel and he has seemed more relaxed.

06/01/2021

A1764155 5/25/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  9Y,  BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHC24

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 25

Days in Shelter

62

Weight

Description:

EAR

Condition

A1483937 5/25/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  5Y,  BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHA22

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 25

Days in Shelter

56

Weight

Description:

BEHAVIOR

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Growling, barking and attempting to bite through the kennel

06/11/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Took Bastian out on a loose leash walk this morning. We met the puppy Carly Rose (#1759992) who had 

escaped the outdoor pen and bounded over to us with a waggly tail. Carly Rose playfully tackled Bastian as I tried to keep them 

separated and kept trying to play with him. Bastian did not ply back and seemed more interested in going potty but did not mind 

Carly Rose wrestling with him. I tied Bastian up to a fence and leashed Carly Rose to bring her back into the pen.

05/30/2021

A1764306 5/26/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  3Y,  BLUE / WHITE,  BLUE LACY MIX DOG

SOUTHB10

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 24

Days in Shelter

56

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition



A1761968 5/26/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  2Y,  TRICOLOR,  AMER BULLDOG MIX DOG

SOUTHC29

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 24

Days in Shelter

65.0

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

A1764316 5/26/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  2Y,  GRAY / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

HPD01

Kennel No

NAD/NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 24

Days in Shelter

30.

Weight

Description:

OTHER

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: when approached kennel dog was laying down with small tail wag, walked with treats to front of kennel and 

to front of B door, once there dog layed down and no longer wanted to walk, had to carry to next kennel

05/24/2021

I have a 

BARCTRANSFERhold!

A1764452 5/27/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  7Y,  BLUE / WHITE,  AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

M06

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 23

Days in Shelter

56

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Mama stands from her bed to greet me with a loose and wiggly body. Soft open mouth, brushing my leg and 

nudging my hand as we walk. Attention seeking on the leash, resting her head in my lap while I pet her.

05/31/2021

A1762219 5/23/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  8Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHC17

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 23

Days in Shelter

73

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Bandit greeted me at the front of the kennel with loose wiggly body and open soft mouth. I leashed him and 

his body stayed relaxed. While walking, Bandit was pulling on the leash, but would stop to eat the treats that I tossed on the 

ground. Body stayed wiggly when placing back into the kennel.

06/01/2021



A1759932 5/23/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  2Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHC26

Kennel No

LOW POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 23

Days in Shelter

0

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: unable to leash, whale eye, stiff, darts to escape kennel

05/09/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: When Daisy A1759932 saw Bear A1763965 her body was tense with a lowered tail, eye contact with handler, 

and stood still as Bear came in for a sniff. Bear was a little rushed/forward with getting towards her to sniff with tight body and 

weight forward while panting and holding a high wagging tail and forward ears.  Daisy continued to hold a tense/still body, low 

tail, looking up at handler as Bear sniffed. Handlers continued to walk. Daisy then followed Bear and got some sniffs near his 

back end/tail area as he was sniffing the grass in same space.

05/27/2021

A1764450 5/27/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  3Y,  BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHD14

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 23

Days in Shelter

53

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: 5-24-21 mz Tested Tika with Haley.  Tika was shy and low to the ground but allowed Haley to snif her and be 

dominant over her with no growling.  She got up for a little while and began to wag tail. She allowed me to pet her and check 

teeth and ears.  No negative reactions. Likes human attention.

05/24/2021

A1762217 5/23/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  8Y,  BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHD26

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 23

Days in Shelter

61.3

Weight

Description:

EYE

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: When walking by kennel, Blitz will stand at the front of his kennel as he presents low tail, neutral ears, 

neutral body, and bark nonstop.

06/07/2021

A1764768 6/2/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  4Y,  TAN / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHC11

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 21

Days in Shelter

53

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition



A1692021 6/2/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  1Y 9M,  BLACK / WHITE,  AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

SOUTHA26

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 21

Days in Shelter

48.3

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Placing on Adopt Eval:

When coming into ward I noticed that she painted in her kennel throughout the night, She was also displaying an open mouth 

and heavy panting, eyes dilated, and medium high wagging tail. When I was cleaning the kennels beside hers and tying the dog 

to the walls he then began jumping on the sides of kennel fixated on them barking and pacing in kennel.

06/13/2021

A1762174 5/25/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  1Y 1M,  BLONDE,  SIBERIAN HUSKY MIX DOG

SOUTHD04

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 21

Days in Shelter

73.00

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Red becomes very eager to come out to walk ,after been few minutes on the outside he calms down,  he 

walks on loose leash calm whit a loose body .

06/09/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Red held a loose body, soft open mouth, wagging tail, and erect ears when passing by Monty A1766486, while 

Monty (6486) held a wiggly body, open mouth and high wagging tail.

06/07/2021

A1762125 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  5Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  NS DUCK TOLLING MIX DOG

DADOPT18

Kennel No

LOW POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

55

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching Tyler's kennel this morning, he had a tense body, ears back, soft wagging tail, and a closed 

mouth. Tyler seems to look a little timid and low confidence. He will back himself into a corner if I'm too close. He allowed me to 

leash him in his attempt to greet me at the kennel door. He walked really well on a loose leash. He also returned to the kennel 

without hesitation and ejoys treats.

06/05/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Dog To Dog: Tyler (A1762125) and Frankie (A1749021)

Both Tyler and Frankie greeted each other with loose bodies, Frankie had a high wagging tail while Tyler's was high and curled. 

They both sniffed one another and maintained their loose bodies . Tyler began to get overstimulated while sniffing: pupils 

became dilated, hackles raised, heavy panting and barking in Frankie's face. Frankie maintained his loose body and wagging 

tail. As I started to walk Tyler away he began to playbow and jump up while panting . Exhibited the same overstimulated behavior 

while back in his kennel.

06/11/2021



A1765077 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  7Y,  BROWN / BLACK,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

SOUTHA01

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

56

Weight

Description:

OTHER

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Tommy still spends most of his day curled up on his bed but is standing much faster with his 

antiinflammatories. Not eating his dry kibble but will eat the kibble from the treat pouch and when mixed with wet food. Lowers 

his head with his tail wagging across the floor and will now stand when leashed. Walks to the D runs, sometimes stopping to lay 

down and showing his belly, but then getting back up on his own to continue walking. Appears very housebroken, always waiting 

to urinate until outside.

06/09/2021

A1764942 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  2Y,  BLACK / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHA32

Kennel No

NADFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

72

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Laying on his bed as I leashed him this morning. Slowly stood with a big stetch and walked with an 

exagerated step to the outside runs. Soft swaying body and tail on the leash. When we made it to the doorway he began to back 

away. Walked around to the side door and he slowly followed me inside .

05/31/2021

A1764994 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  2Y,  BRINDLE / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHA33

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

46

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Quietly lays on her bed throughout the day. Stood with a wagging tail and body to be leashed. Soft swaying 

body by my side on a loose leash. Quietly explores the outside yard, coming back to greet me with a c-shaped body.

05/31/2021

A1765053 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  2Y,  BLACK / TAN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

SOUTHA35

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

37

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Wagging body and tail at the kennel door. Lowered his head into the leash and came out of the kennel with 

a light bounce and spin. Low wagging tail greeting the other dogs at their kennel doors. Bouncing by my side on the leash, 

pulled back once through the doorway, and then followed me outside. Explored the yard before running back to greet me at the 

gate with a wagging body and tail.

06/01/2021



A1762648 5/26/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  10Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR / BORDER COLLIE DOG

SOUTHB08

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

70.6

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

A1764976 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  2Y,  BROWN / WHITE,  BOXER MIX DOG

SOUTHB12

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

60

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

A1762803 5/26/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  9M,  BRINDLE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHD08

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

61

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching kennel dog is laying down. As i openned kennel door i tossed treats but did not eat. I slowly 

placed leash on dog and she slowly walked out of kennel with her tail tucked and head low. I openned kennel door and she 

walked in, i kneeled down and removed leash and she layed down.

05/29/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Tucker was laying in kennel as he held a loose body, wagging tail, and soft close mouth. Tucker was taken out 

this morning for a walk and was place in the outside D runs. As I was walking a dog from a distance I noticed Tucker going 

under the fence to the other side of the run, while the outside run door was open and Tucker escaped. ACT was coming out with 

Gordo (A1762930) and Tucker was hopping, walking, and sniffing his surroundings and ignored ACT and Gordo (2930). Tucker 

then ran back in the play area and ACT was quickly able to close the door .

06/01/2021

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE: Dog came in as an intake, dog does not walk ACT a wrap support to carry the dog from the scale to work up

05/26/2021



A1388845 6/2/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (S)  5Y,  TRICOLOR,  BOXER MIX DOG

SOUTHD25

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

53.6

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Layka is gentle with people she has a loose wiggly body and tail but very vocal towards other dogs, when 

taken out of her kennel she starts to cage fight with every dogs kennel she passes. Jumping on kennel door showing bare teeth. 

Lunged at puppies kennel as well.

06/12/2021

A1765027 5/30/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  2Y,  TRICOLOR,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

SOUTHA28

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 20

Days in Shelter

57

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Laying on her bed trembling during cleaning. When I knelt down at the door she slowly walked forward and 

began licking me with a low wagging tail. Walked to the treats on the wall becoming loose and bouncy . Lightly pawed at me 

while I cleaned her kennel (all of the dogs surrounding her kennel were all outside). Walked back to her bed to eat the treats but 

unable to coax her outside.

06/09/2021

Eval. Notes:

DOG TO DOG: Quiet on her bed throughout the day. Slowly stood and lowered her head into the leash. Once outside she 

began moving towards the young shepherd, 1748848 Kong. When Kong bounced and pawed at Piper she displayed a light 

bounce back towards him. High soft tail, with a soft playbow at Kong. Both dogs continued walking side by side to the yard 

together.

06/02/2021

A1765258 6/1/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  1Y 1M,  FAWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

SOUTHB16

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 19

Days in Shelter

45

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: This morning this dog was upfront of kennel with wiggly body, wagging tail and soft open mouth. He did pull 

on leash as we walked out this morning but on the way back in the kennel he did ok on loose leash training. Once inside kennel 

he kept same wiggly body, wagging tail. I will place a sign and treats so everyone can toss him treats. 06/03/ 21 11:07

06/03/2021

A1765289 5/31/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  5Y,  BLACK / TAN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

SOUTHD15

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 19

Days in Shelter

51

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition



Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Calm and quiet in kennel, Jasmine will greet at the front of kennel door while she presents loose body, 

swaying tail and soft close mouth.

06/02/2021

A1763109 6/1/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  2Y,  BLACK / WHITE,  AUST KELPIE MIX DOG

SOUTHA05

Kennel No

NAD/NEGFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 18

Days in Shelter

56.6

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

A1765164 5/28/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  5Y,  BROWN,  AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

SOUTHA17

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 18

Days in Shelter

50.0

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Slowly stood from her bed and greeted me with a low wagging tail and lowered head. Walked by my side on 

a loose leash, soft swaying body. Low wagging tail as I kneel down and pet her.

06/02/2021

A1708123 5/28/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (N)  11M,  TRICOLOR,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHC21

Kennel No

NAD/NEGFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 18

Days in Shelter

37.20

Weight

Description:

GI

Condition

A1765816 5/29/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  3Y,  TAN / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

SOUTHB15

Kennel No

HIGH POSITIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 17

Days in Shelter

65.0

Weight

Description:

HEARTWORMS

Condition



A1763687 6/3/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  1Y 3M,  BLACK / WHITE,  BORDER COLLIE MIX DOG

SOUTHB22

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 16

Days in Shelter

55

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

KITTEN

A1764885 5/29/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  10W,  BLACK,  DOMESTIC SH MIX CAT

ADOPT51

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 21

Days in Shelter

1.75

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Kittens are hissing but will allow me to pick them up and pet them. They relax a bit when held against me.

06/07/2021

A1764887 5/29/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  10W,  BLACK,  DOMESTIC SH MIX CAT

ADOPT52

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 21

Days in Shelter

1.55

Weight

Description:

NORMAL

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Kittens are hissing but will allow me to pick them up and pet them. They relax a bit when held against me.

06/07/2021

A1766471 6/6/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (F)  11W,  BLACK / WHITE,  DOMESTIC SH MIX CAT

ADOPT32

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 13

Days in Shelter

1.8

Weight

Description:

UNDERWEIGHT

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Kittens are still hissy and spitty when approached. They both present huge dilated pupils, body is tense, 

crouched bodies with airplane ears and tucked tail. They will flee to the opposite side of kennel anytime the door gets opened. 

Ive been able to get this one out with it being burrito wrapped and will tuck its head inside and allow me to pet it.

06/09/2021



A1766473 6/6/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  11W,  BLACK,  DOMESTIC SH MIX CAT

ADOPT32

Kennel No

NEGATIVEFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 13

Days in Shelter

1.9

Weight

Description:

UNDERWEIGHT

Condition

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE: Kittens are still hissy and spitty when approached. They both present huge dilated pupils, body is tense, 

crouched bodies with airplane ears and tucked tail. They will flee to the opposite side of kennel anytime the door gets opened. I 

still have yet been able to get this one into a burrito wrap or be handled.

06/09/2021

PUPPY

A1764888 5/29/2021

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (M)  5M,  BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

SOUTHB32

Kennel No

Not testedFELV/ FIV or HW Status:

 21

Days in Shelter

15

Weight

Description:

DERMATITIS

Condition


